
A convenient & safe temporary outdoor power point for equipment such as DIY & garden tools.

 Before use, please read carefully and use in accordance with our safety and user instructions below. 
1. Position the cable carefully to avoid any accidents. 
2. To open cover, press inner depression on catch to release, and lift cover.
3. Insert the plug for your appliance.
4. To close cover, press outer depression on catch to lock, ensuring cable is centred on seal.

5. Turn the power on at the mains supply.
6. Do not exceed the maximum allowable load 3120 Watts, 240 Volts ac.

 1.The product is IP54 rated in use, which means that when the front cover is securely closed, the sealed construction provides a protection against the 
    ingressof both water & dust. Always check connected plug and socket for signs of water before use. If any water is present, dry thoroughly first.
2.This product is suitable for temporary outdoor use only. Do not leave unattended outside when risk of exposure to moisture.
3.When not in use, DO NOT leave unit outdoors for excess periods of time. The unit MUST be stored indoors. 
4.Clean only with a damp cloth using a mild solution of detergent & warm water. DO NOT USE solvent based cleaners as these may cause damage to the    
   seal. 

USER INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE

 DO Uncoil the flex fully before use.
DO Position the flex carefully to avoid accidents.
DO Occasionally inspect the flex insulation for damage.
DO Check socket before use for signs of water ingress.
Use insulating tape for repairs to damaged flex.
Attempt to repair damaged plugs or trailing sockets: replace them.
Allow heavy tools to hang unsupported on the flex or from the socket.
Remove the 13 Amp plug and wire directly to a mains supply.
Leave the unit unattended when risk of exposure to moisture.


